Asset ownership information has been compiled from several sources including https://www.gem.wiki/Main_Page, Last date on which any updates were made to the dataset for the specific country. Gans, L., Hall, B., McCormick, G., Saraswat, I., Volpato, G., Raniga, K., Lewis, C., Freeman, J., Davitt, A., Definition
Applies to the "operator_name" attribute. Resolution of the data available.
emissions
Country level emissions estimates for usage, Other onsite fuel usage, Solid
Railways, Other transportation, The following datasets have been reproduced directly from their source, please review the terms of use on their respective websites:
Coal mining (asset level): following exceptions:
Metadata Description:
Ownership Metadata Description:
Country level Metadata Description:
activity
activity_units
asset_id
start_time
created_date
modified_date
emissions_quantity
emissions_quantity_units
owner_classification
owner_direct_parent
property
Location of the asset in well-known text representation (WKT). Representations are available to points by its (x,y)